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Several computational models have been developed to detect and analyze dialect variation in recent years. Most of these models typically assume a predefined set of geographical regions. However, dialect variation occurs at multiple levels of geographic resolution ranging from cities within a state, states within a country, and between countries across continents. In this work, we propose a novel approach, DialectGram, to obtain dialectsensitive sense embeddings without apriori assumptions on the set of regions and apply them to detect dialect variations across multiple geographic resolutions. First, DialectGram automatically infers dialect-sensitive senses with non-parametric Bayesian extension of Skipgram. For multi-geographic resolution analysis, our model is more superior than the baseline models because DialectGram learns sense embeddings from region-agnostic data with only one-time training, which are used to compose region-specific word embeddings depending on the geographic resolution. On the contrary, the baseline models rely on region tags for training region-specific embeddings, and need to be trained multiple times for different geographic resolutions. Second, in contrast to previous models, DialectGram can predict the proportion of senses in any given region. At last, we address the issue of lacking a standard validation approach for this task. To solve this, we create a new validation set DialectSim for evaluating region-specific word embeddings between the United States and the United Kingdom, and establish a quantitative benchmark with our approach. In order to train region-specific word embeddings, we construct a new corpus Geo-Tweets2019 by collecting English tweets from the US and the UK. Through both qualitative and quantitative analysis, we show that DialectGram can encode rich linguistic variations. * Equal contribution.
1 Introduction
Studying regional variations of languages is central to the field of sociolinguistics, language change, and dialectology. Traditional approaches (Labov, 1980; Milroy, 1992; Tagliamonte, 2006; Wolfram and Schilling, 2015) focus on rigorous manual analysis of linguistic data collected through time-consuming and expensive surveys and questionnaires. Recently, researchers (Bamman et al., 2014b; Lucy and Mendelsohn, 2018) have been using big corpora from the Internet (Twitter, Reddit, etc.) to study linguistic phenomena. However, it is difficult to scale classical methods to these social media corpora. Therefore, researchers have applied computational approaches with word embeddings to analyze huge corpora and automatically detect linguistic changes.
Using word embeddings to study languages is motivated by the fact that the simple word frequency and syntactic models only utilize limited information from the text. Although the original Skip-gram model (Mikolov et al., 2013a) is efficient to learn high-dimensional word vectors that capture rich semantic relationship between words, it only holds one representation for each word and different usages are mixed. To adopt word embeddings for linguistic variation detection, Kulkarni et al. (2015b) presented GEODIST model to learn r region-specific word embeddings for each word, where r is the number of pre-defined regions, based on the work of Bamman et al. (2014a) .
There are three main problems to use the previous computational models for capturing the dialectal variations.
First, previous models (Bamman et al., 2014a; Kulkarni et al., 2015b) such as Frequency Model, Syntactic Model, and GEODIST all rely on pre-defined regional classes to train classifiers and to detect linguistic changes. The use of pre-defined regional classes limits the flexibility of these baseline models because dialect changes can be observed at various geographic resolution level. Second, previous models only tell limited information such as whether a significant change occur among regions but provide no details about how dialects differ from each other. Third, there is no standard validation method for region-specific word embeddings. In fact, dialectal changes have different categories (i.e. purely lexical variations, syntactic variations, and semantic variations), so it is hard to quantify dialectal changes.
This project aims to detect linguistic variations in English by presenting a novel and efficient computational model DialectGram, and to create a standard validation set DialectSim for evaluating the region-specific word embeddings. The contributions of our paper are as follows:
• Multi-resolution Model: We introduce Di-alectGram, a method to study the geographic variation in language across multiple levels of resolution without assuming knowledge of the geographical resolution apriori.
• Sense Distribution: DialectGram predicts how likely each sense of a word is used in a context. This feature enables us to know the sense proportion at different regions. On the contrary, the previous models only tell whether a shift of meaning occurs or not.
• Corpus and Validation Set: We build a new English Twitter corpus Geo-Tweets2019 for training dialect-sensitive word embeddings. Furthermore, we construct a new validation set DialectSim for evaluating the quality of English region-specific word embeddings between UK and USA.
Related Work
Linguistic variations. In the past, sociologists and linguists have been studying linguistic changes by designing experiments to manually collect data (Labov, 1980; Milroy, 1992) and conducting variation analysis (Tagliamonte, 2006) . Recently, studies (Gonçalves and Sánchez, 2014; Bamman et al., 2014a,b; Kulkarni et al., 2015a) in linguistic variation on social media have shown that social media is a reliable source for researchers to build corpora. Many researchers (Eisenstein et al., 2010; Gulordava and Baroni, 2011; Kim et al., 2014; Kulkarni et al., 2015b; Kenter et al., 2015; Lucy and Mendelsohn, 2018) have used different computational models to study dialect variations with respective to geography, gender, and time. Eisenstein et al. (2010) is one of the first to tackle the linguistic variation problem with computational models. They design a multi-level generative model that uses latent topic and geographic variables to analyze the lexical dialectal variations in English. This latent variable model is able to generate an author's geographic location based on the author's text. To quantitatively evaluate the models, they compute the physical distance between the prediction and the true location. Different from the previous work (Eisenstein et al., 2010) , Gonçalves and Sánchez (2016) apply Kmeans method to cluster the geographic lexical superdialtects. Donoso and Sanchez (2017) move a step forward from Gonçalves and Sánchez (2016) by proposing two metrics to calculate the linguistic distance between geographic regions. That is, instead of using the physical distance between the predicted and the true location, they compute cosine similarities or Jensen-Shannon Divergence (JSD) to evaluate the model quantitatively. However, none of these works use word embeddings models, which motivates us to move forward to the following works.
Geo-Specific Word Embeddings. As many studies show, word embeddings share some nonlinear patterns, which linear mapping usually fail to capture. Bamman et al. (2014a) introduce a new approach to learn the vector representations of words that are sensitive to the speakers' geographical locations -for every word, the model learns a common, main representation and distributed representations associated with 51 US states. Based on Bamman et al. (2014a) ; Kulkarni et al. (2015a) , Kulkarni et al. (2015b) design a new model GEODIST that learns global and differential embeddings jointly from region-tagged texts, which together compose a deeper joint embedding for each region and produce better results in similarity measure. Nevertheless, a pre-defined set of regions is required for the model to update regionspecific embeddings. This approach has three disadvantages. First, it does not help researchers easily detect how language varies on a continuous map. For instance, Kulkarni et al. (2015b) assume that English are different in US an UK, and train the network to learn two set of word embeddings for the two regions. A model trained on US and UK data does not reveal information about how language varies within US states. In fact, dialects should not be segregated by "pre-defined" regions and dialects exist at different geographical levels. Second, this approach requires multiple trainings to conduct multi-resolution analysis. To learn how English changes within the states, Kulkarni et al. (2015b) has to tag each US tweet with a state name and train the model again. Third, the model cannot predict how a word is used in a given context. It simply encodes different senses of a word into one mixed embedding in each region and does not reveal what senses a word contains not how which sense a word is used in a context.
Word Sense Disambiguation. To overcome the drawbacks of the GEODIST approach, we reconstruct the automatic dialect detection problem as a variation of word sense induction and disambiguation task by encoding dialect usage into senses. Word ambiguity such as polysemy and homonymy is an important feature of natural languages. For instance, the word "pants" usually refer to "underwear" in the US versus "trousers" in the UK. Reisinger and Mooney (2010) is the first paper that modifies the single "prototype" vector space model to obtain multi-sense word embeddings with average cluster vectors as prototypes. Many works (Huang et al., 2012; Neelakantan et al., 2014; Tian et al., 2014; are later dedicated to combine Skip-gram, clustering algorithm, and linguistic knowledge to learn word senses and embeddings jointly. Bartunov et al. (2016) follow a more principled nonparametric Bayesian approach and propose the Adaptive Skip-gram (AdaGram) model, which is able to induce word senses without assuming any fixed number of prototypes. In the task of automatic dialect detection, we also do not want to assume the number of senses, and AdaGram seems to be a ideal candidate to induce dialect senses and detect dialect changes.
Data

Geo-Tweets2019 Corpus
First of all, we created the new corpus called Geo-Tweets2019, which consists of tweets during April and May in 2019 from the United States and the United Kingdom. For this project, since we are interested in the dialectal change between the English speakers in the US and the UK, we only consider English tweets. Each tweet includes the user ID, the published time, the geographic location, and tweet text. We have around 2M tweets from the US and 1M from the UK.
We first crawled English tweets from the US and the UK with geographic bounding boxes through Tweepy 1 . After that, we preprocessed the tweets with the tweet tokenizer from Eisenstein et al., 2010 
DialectSim Validation Set
To evaluate the models, we come up with the new validation set DialectSim, which comprises of words with same or shifted meanings in the US and the UK. To build this validation set, we first crawled a list of words that show different meanings from the Wikipedia page 2 and pick 341 words that appear more than 20 times in our corpus in the UK and the US. Figure 1 : Word heat map of gas. Tweets that contain gas with predicted sense "gaseous substance" are illustrated as blue circles; tweets that contain gas with predicted sense "gasonline" are plotted as red circles. 
Models
Our hypothesis is that the word-embedding methods are more powerful in capturing the dialectal changes on social media than the traditional wordfrequency and the Syntactic Models. In comparison, we run experiments on two baseline models (i.e. Frequency Model and Syntactic Model) and two word-embedding models (i.e. GEODIST model and DialectGram model) 3 .
Baseline Models
Frequency Model. One baseline method to detect whether there are significant changes between us-age in two regions is to count the occurrence of a word in the US and the UK tweets. We have implemented this Frequency Model as described in Kulkarni et al. (2015b) . Syntactic Model. Extended from the previous Frequency Model, the Syntactic Model takes Partof-Speech (POS) tag into consideration as well. More specifically, if a word is used equally frequently in both countries, but the their POS usages are different, then we consider the meaning of two words as different between two countries. We use NLTK 4 as well as CMU ARK Twitter Partof-Speech Tagger 5 for POS tagging. The latter one provides more reasonable POS tags and we choose it for our Syntactic Model.
GEODIST (Skip-gram) Model. The main idea of GEODIST model (Bamman et al., 2014a; Kulkarni et al., 2015b) is to learn region-specific word embeddings using the Skip-gram framework proposed by Mikolov et al. (2013a) . Instead of learning a single vector to represent a word, this model aims to jointly learn a global embedding δ MAIN (w) as well as (multiple) differential embeddings δ r i (w) for each word w in the vocabulary with R = (r 1 , r 2 , . . . ) geographical regions. The region-specific embedding is therefore defined as the sum of the global embedding and the differential embedding for that region: φ r i (w) = δ MAIN(w) + δ r i (w). The objective function is to minimize the negative log-likelihood of the context word given the center word conditioned on the region. Negative-sampling mentioned in the work of Mikolov et al. (2013b) has been applied during the training process as an alternative to the hierarchical softmax. We use stochastic gradient descent method (Bottou, 1991) to update the model parameters. We implement our own GEODIST model in PyTorch.
DialectGram Model
We construct a new model for detecting dialectal changes which we called DialectGram for Dialectal Adaptive Skip-gram. The model first adopts Adaptive Skip-gram (AdaGram) to learn multisense word embeddings with (Bartunov et al., 2016) through training on the region-agnostic corpus. According to the regions we want to compare, the model compose region-specific word embeddings by taking weighted average of sense embeddings. At last, the model calculates the distance between region-specific word embeddings of the same word to determine whether a significant change occurs.
At the first step of our DialectGram, we apply Adaptive Skipgram (AdaGram) to learn multisense word embeddings. Specifically, we train AdaGram on our Twitter corpus that contains both tweets from the United Kingdom and the United States to induce and update multiple senses of each word. It introduces a latent variable z that encodes the index of active meaning: p(v|z = k, w, θ) = n∈path(v) σ(ch(n)in T wk out n ). Instead of assuming any fixed number of prototypes or relying on high-quality linguistic resources like WordNet, it uses Dirichlet process (DP) to automatically determine the required number of prototypes for the word. Following Beta distribution, the prior probability of word w's k-th meaning is expressed as:
Usually, a larger α leads to more meanings in general. Therefore, the DialectGram is formatted as the following where Z = {z i } N i=1 is the set of senses for words:
At inference time, the posterior predictive over context words y given input word x is: (4) We expect that DialectGram can encode some information of dialectal variations into multi-sense word embeddings.
Algorithm 1 Compared to the GEODIST model which needs the geo-label to update the region-specific embeddings, DialectGram learns multi-sense word embeddings on our dataset without knowing the region label of each tweet. For instance, we expect DialectGram to automatically induce and learn the two dialectal meanings of the word flat such as apartment in the UK and even in the US from our dataset which simply consists of tweets from the countries but not the country labels. As the algorithm shown above, we first train the model on our Geo-Tweets2019 corpus to learn word sense embeddings with Julia implementation 6 and then convert the trained model with python implementation 7 for building the pipeline. To obtain a word's region-specific embedding in a place, we first use DialectGram to predict the dominant sense for the word in each tweet from a region and use weighted average of the sense embeddings as the region-specific word embedding e r .
After fine-tuning DialectGram with different sets of hyperparameters, we found the following hyperparameter setting works the best to obtain good word sense embeddings: min_freq = 20, window_size = 10, dimension = 100, maximum_prototype = 30, α = 0.1, epoch = 1, sense_threshold = 1e − 17. It is worth noting that a large α (the underlying Dirichlet process) may lead to too many senses for some words and a small α, on the contrary, results in too few senses.
To measure the significance of the dialectal change, Kulkarni et al. (2015b) propose an unsupervised method to detect words with statistically significant meaning changes, which is sensitive to the choice of words. However, with the new DialectSim dataset, we can evaluate the models on the list of annotated words in a simple and standardized way. We evaluate both Skipgram models (i.e. GEODIST and DialectGram) by calculating the Manhattan distance 8 between a word's region-specific embeddings.
Results
Qualitative Result
We investigate the words that GEODIST model predicts to have a significant dialectal change between the two regions. For example, the word mate is one of the top 20 words in our vocabulary if we sort the vocabulary by the Manhattan distance between the US and the UK embeddings from high to low. However, words like draft are predicted to have different regional meanings but not labelled as "significant" in DialectSim. We further discuss this issue in section 6.4.
We select some words with significantly different meanings between the UK and the US. In our DialectGram model, we select the most frequent 2 senses, which usually account for more than 99% usage variation of a word, and plot a heat map on world map 9 .
The word maps in Figure [1, 2] suggest that the usage of gas and flat are different in the UK and in the US. Gas is used commonly as petrol and related to gas station in the US, but in the UK, gas usually refers to air and natural gas. Flat could refer to apartment but in the US this meaning is not as common as in the UK.
Quantitative Results
For each model, we have defined a score function that takes in one word and return a real number denoting its difference in meanings between the UK and the US. We search for a threshold that maximizes the accuracy on training set. Then we test the model performance on testing set. The results are recorded in Table 4 . We further discuss the quantitative results in section 6.
Analysis
Dataset
Our training corpus Geo-Tweets2019 10 has over three million tweets from US and UK. However, we still find that data points for some words are sparsely located in the world map, which make it difficult for us to conduct linguistic variation analysis on a micro level. Therefore, we only present the country-level and state-level analysis in the paper. If we have a larger training corpus, we will have more data points in city or town level, which allows us to even exam the linguistic changes in more geographic resolution levels.
The novel validation set DialectSim has 341 high-quality positive examples (words that have shifted meanings in UK and US). To validate a model, we need to sample negative samples from the training corpus. This can introduce some noise to the validation set. However, we manually ver- 
Frequency Model
We observed that Frequency Model is more sensitive to word difference between two countries: football in the UK is same as soccer in the US, causing an imbalanced frequency of term football between both countries. However, it can not detect some semantic changes of words if the semantic change preserves frequency for both countries: flat has similar frequency in both countries, despite the fact that flat could mean apartment in the UK, whereas this usage is uncommon in the US. This model does not suffer from overfitting problem, because the model is fairly simple and the parameter space is quite small. The performance of this Frequency Model is better than Syntactic Model, from which we can infer that the frequency of a word might be more correlated with the word sense change than Syntactic Model.
Syntactic Model
Syntactic Model performs the worst among all the models. It still gets slightly higher precision than the Frequency Model on test set because it gets some dialectal syntactic changes correct. There are two reasons for its bad performance. First, it is challenging for the POS tagger to tag every word correctly because tweets are super casual and informal. Compared with the NLTK POS tagger, the CMU ARK Twitter POS Tagger improves the model's performance significantly, which proves the importance of having high-quality POS tags.
Since the CMU tagger is not perfect in tagging the tweets, its low performance impairs the performance of the Syntactic Model. Besides, many word sense changes do not alter POS tags in our corpus. For example, pants refers to underwear in the UK while it refers to jeans in the US, and both of them are noun. Syntactic Model is not good at identifying these changes.
GEODIST Model
As mentioned in Section 5.1, GEODIST model is able to detect dialect changes. The accuracy on the test set beats the previous two baseline models (0.6432 versus 0.5600 and 0.5263), as shown in Table 4 . It also outperforms the baseline models in terms of precision and F1 score. In fact, GEODIST model has the highest precision among all models, including the DialectGram model that will be discussed in the next section. We also notice that the recall on the test set is the lowest. The high precision with low recall indicates that for those changes that GEODIST model thinks are significant are indeed significant, but the model is very conservative and picky. It misses more words that actually have significant dialectal changes. For example, the difference between the two regionspecific embeddings of the word pants is predicted to be not significant, while pants does have different meanings in the UK and the US (Table 1) .
DialectGram Model
DialectGram outperforms the GEODIST model in accuracy, recall, and F1 score. However, its precision is lower than that of the GEODIST and Frequency Model. This is already impressive given the fact that DialectGram does not use the country label during the word embedding training. The sensitivity of α is the main reason for its lower performance in precision compared to GEODIST model. If α is not set appropriately for training, some senses have overlapped meanings. For the word gas in Table 3 , we sometimes have a sense 3 which is accompanied by words such as air, house, pipe. This sense seems to be a mix of sense 1, gaseous substance, and sense 2, gasoline. We picked α based on the model's performance on the training set, but this α can be further fine-tuned if more computing resources are available.
With the trained DialectGram model on US and UK aggregate data, we are able to easily configure it to conduct inter-state comparisons. For the word buffalo, we pick the most two dominant senses where the Buffalo City sense is blue and the buffalo sauce sense is white. We can observe that the heat map is more blue around the New York state area. In a different heat map for word cracking, we observe that the Midwest area is more blue, indicating people are more likely to use the word for excellent, while people in other areas like to say cracking up to mean under such a lot of emotional strain that they become mentally ill. We normalized the data points by filtering out states whose tweet number is less than 15 since a small number of data points can suffer from high variance. In the future, we can crawl more data from Twitter such that we have enough data points for each area. Additionally, we found DialectGram is able to encode lexical, syntactic and semantic variations of words. Table 5 presents the purely lexical variations for pairs color-colour, advice-advise and theater-theatre captured by DialectGram. As listed in the second column of Table 5 , color and colour share some neighboring words like wear(ing) and yellow. More interestingly, colour is one of the nearest neighbors of color and vice versa. From our world knowledge, color and colour are the two purely lexical variations of the same concept and DialectGram results are congruous with this prior knowledge. This happens for all other pairs as well, which demonstrates the model's ability to detect the lexical variations across regions.
Syntactic variations over regions are demonstrated in word heat maps in section 5.1, and semantic variations over regions are quantitatively measured as discussed in section 5.2 and 6.
Conclusion
In this work, we proposed a novel method to detect linguistic variations on multiple resolution levels. In our new approach, we use DialectGram to train multiple sense embeddings on regionagnostic data, compose region-specific word embeddings, and determines whether there is a significant dialectal variation across regions for a word. This is superior to the baseline models since Di-alectGram does not rely on the region-labels for training multi-sense word embeddings. The use of region-agnostic data allows DialectGram to conduct multi-resolution analysis with one-time training, whereas the GEODIST model requires multiple trainings for different resolution levels. It's also worth noting that the dataset for training is not restricted to social media corpus -we may use any geo-tagged data to train DialectGram. Besides, since DialectGram does not require pre-defined labels to learn sense embeddings, this method can be directly applied to temporal or gender analysis of language at multi-resolution levels.
Besides, we constructed Geo-Tweets2019, a new corpus from online Twitter users in the UK and US for training word embeddings. To validate the work, we also contributed a new validation set DialectSim for explicitly measuring the performance of our models in detecting the linguistic variations between the US and the UK. This validation set allows for more precise comparison between our method (DialectGram) and previous methods including Frequency Model, Syntactic Model, and GEODIST model. On DialectSim, our method achieves better performance than the previous models in accuracy, recall, and F1 score. Through linguistic analysis, we also found that DialectGram model learns rich linguistic changes between British and American English in word semantic, lexical, and syntactic changes. In the future, we want to include tweets from more English-speaking countries like India and Australia.
